
IVitamin has been in business for over 5 years, 
and we have done over 45,000 IVs safely and successfully. 

We have two clinics in Austin, TX and can also come to 
your home, office, or hotel! IVitamin has provided mobile services to music
festivals (Blended, Float Fest, IllFest), SXSW Corporate offices, Scale Factor,

WeWork, Bachelor & Bachelorette parties and more!

Hosting your Bachelorette Party
in Austin? Let IVitamin help!
IVitamin can help your group recover from a fun night
out and have you feeling better to take on the rest of
your event! Hang out and relax while our IV Specialists
bring you back to life! Book with IVitamin and get:

IV Hydration & Recovery
Free Gold Eye Masks for you and your besties
Group discounts
Waived mobile fees

515 S. Congress
Austin, TX 78748

2700 W. Anderson
Austin, TX 78757

512-275-6448
ivitamintherapy.com
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IVitamin has been in business for over 5 years, 
and we have done over 45,000 IVs safely and successfully. 

We have two clinics in Austin, TX and can also come to 
your home, office, or hotel! IVitamin has provided mobile services to music
festivals (Blended, Float Fest, IllFest), SXSW Corporate offices, Scale Factor,

WeWork, Bachelor & Bachelorette parties and more!

Planning your wedding in
Austin? Let IVitamin help!
IVitamin can help your group recover from your big day
or have you feeling your best to take on your event! Hang
out and relax while our IV Specialists bring you back to
life! Book with IVitamin and get:

IV Hydration & Recovery
Free Liquid IV Hangover Supplements and Gold Eye
Masks for your wedding party
Group discounts
Waived mobile fees

515 S. Congress
Austin, TX 78748

2700 W. Anderson
Austin, TX 78757

512-275-6448
ivitamintherapy.com


